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The Past, Present, and Future of Information
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The ways in which we share and interact with information is in a constant state of fluctuation, spurred on by major societal developments. We have in recent memory experienced the globalization of information with the rise of the internet and the virtualization of many information behaviors and services in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. While it is exceedingly clear that current events exert influence on the nature of information, one must not discount the significance of how the past may also help shape the future. In this issue of the School of Information Student Research Journal (SRJ), our authors and faculty contributor explore the intersection between past, present, and future in the field of Library and Information Science (LIS) and what it means for underrepresented groups.

Dr. Michele A. L. Villagran, assistant professor at San José State University (SJSU) and CEO of the CulturalCo, LLC consultancy, contributes an exceptionally pertinent piece on cultural competency in research. Her essay discusses how current trends of researching historically underrepresented groups and addressing inequities have made cultural competence a critical skill. She offers tips on how to understand and develop cultural competence based on a webinar given in conjunction with the American Library Association (ALA) Library Research Round Table (LRRT).

Lena Hernandez, a graduating student of SJSU’s Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS) program, offers an illuminating review of Information: A Historical Companion in which she explores the idea that the modern “Information Age” has evolved from centuries of history. She offers studies into non-Western information traditions as an area of future research that would address a current gap in the field.

Claire Kelley, a current MLIS student at SJSU, provides a thought-provoking review of Selby’s Freedom Libraries: The Untold Story of Libraries for African Americans in the South, that explores the largely overlooked history of Freedom Libraries and their relevance to LIS. She posits that the legacy of Freedom Libraries is important for contemporary research to meet the needs of underserved communities.

I am thankful for the opportunity to explore topics related to underrepresented groups in my final issue as the Editor-in-Chief of SRJ, as it is an area of research that sorely needs attention. I hope that the essays presented in this issue will facilitate discourse on how to fill such a critical gap in the LIS field and that you, our readers and contributors, will continue to support the journal as we endeavor to push LIS and related research forward by considering how the past, present, and future are intertwined.
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